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Abstract A model is a simplied representation of an
aspect of the world for a specic purpose. In complex
systems, many aspects are to be handled, from architec-
tural aspects to dynamic behavior, functionalities, user-
interface, and extra-functional concerns (such as secu-
rity, reliability, timeliness, etc.) For software systems, the
design process can then be characterized as the weav-
ing of all these aspects into a detailed design model.
Model Driven Design aims at automating this weaving
process, that is automatically deriving software systems
from theirs models. This paper explores the relation-
ship between modeling and aspect weaving. It points out
some of the challenges related to such automatic model
weaving, illustrating them with the example of a weaving
process for behavioral models represented as scenarios1.
1 Introduction
It is seldom the case nowadays that we can deliver soft-
ware systems with the assumption that one-size-ts-
all [3]. We have to handle many variants accounting not
only for dierences in product functionalities (range of
products to be marketed at dierent prices), but also
for dierences in hardware (e.g.; graphic cards, display
capacities, input devices), operating systems, localiza-
tion, user preferences for GUI (\skins"). Obviously, we
do not want to develop from scratch and independently
all of the variants the marketing department wants. Fur-
thermore, all of these variant may have many successive
versions, leading to a two-dimensional vision of product-
lines [27].
The traditional way scientists use to master complex-
ity is to resort to modeling. Models can be used for in-
stance to describe and analyze the commonalities and
variation points within a software product-line. In the
1 This work has been partially supported by the AOSD-
Europe Network of Excellence.
software community however, a lot of misunderstanding
on Model Driven Engineering stems from a biased un-
derstanding of the nature of modeling.
In this paper, we explore the relationship between
modeling and aspect weaving. In Section 2 we recall that
a model is indeed a simplied representation of an as-
pect of the world for a specic purpose. Complex systems
typically give rise to more than one model because many
aspects are to be handled. For software systems, the de-
sign process can be characterized as a (partially auto-
mated) weaving of these aspects into a detailed design
model. Section 3 then discusses some of the challenges
related to such automatic model weaving, concentrating
on the need for weaving processes that exhibit good com-
position properties to allow multiple aspect weavings. As
an illustration, it present an example of such a weaving
process for behavioral models represented as scenarios.
Section 4 presents an implementation environment for
building such model weavers, based on the kernel meta-
modeling tool Kermeta. Some concluding remarks close
the paper.
2 Modeling and Weaving
2.1 Models and Aspects
Modeling is not just about expressing a solution at a
higher abstraction level than code. This limited view
on modeling has been useful in the past (assembly lan-
guages abstracting away from machine code, 3GL ab-
stracting over assembly languages, etc.) and it is still
useful today to get e.g.; a holistic view on a large C++
program. But modeling goes well beyond that.
Modeling is indeed one of the touchstone of any scien-
tic activity (along with validating models with respect
to experiments carried out in the real world). Note by the
way that the specicity of engineering is that engineers
build models of artefacts that usually do not exist yet
(with the ultimate goal of building them, see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Modeling the world
In engineering, one wants to break down a complex
system into as many models as needed in order to ad-
dress all the relevant concerns in such a way that they
become understandable enough [1]. These models may
be expressed with a general purpose modeling language
such as the UML [26], or with Domain Specic Lan-
guages when it is more appropriate (see Figure 2). Each
of these models can be seen as the abstraction of an as-
pect of reality for handling a given concern. The provi-
sion of eective means for handling such concerns makes
it possible to establish critical trade-os early on in the
software life cycle, and to eectively manage variation
points in the case of product-lines.
Use Case
Model
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Model
QoS
Model Dynamic
Model
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Model
Test
Model
UI
Model
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Model
Figure 2 Modeling several aspects
Note that in the Aspect Oriented Programming com-
munity, the notion of aspect is dened in a slightly more
restricted way as the modularization of a cross-cutting
concern [7]. If we indeed have an already existing \main"
decomposition paradigm (such as object orientation),
there are many classes of concerns for which clear al-
location into modules is not possible (hence the name
\cross-cutting"). Examples include both allocating re-
sponsibility for providing certain kinds of functionality
(such as logging) in a cohesive, loosely coupled fashion,
as well as handling many non-functional requirements
that are inherently cross-cutting e.g.; security, mobility,
availability, distribution, resource management and real-
time constraints.
However now that aspects become also popular out-
side of the programming world [24], there is a grow-
ing acceptance for a wider denition where an aspect
is a concern that can be modularized. The motivation of
these eorts is the systematic identication, modulariza-
tion, representation, and composition of these concerns,
with the ultimate goal of improving our ability to reason
about the problem domain and the corresponding solu-
tion, reducing the size of software model and application
code, development costs and maintenance time.
2.2 Design and Aspect Weaving
So really modeling is the activity of separating concerns
in the problem domain, an activity that we can call anal-
ysis. If solutions to these concerns can be described as
aspects, the design process can then be characterized as a
weaving of these aspects into a detailed design model [11]
(also called the solution space, see Figure 3). This is not
new: this is actually what designers have been actually
doing forever. Most often however, the various aspects
are not explicit, or when there are, it is in the form of
informal descriptions. So the task of the designer is to
do the weaving in her head more or less at once, and
then produce the resulting detailed design as a big tan-
gled program (even if one decomposition paradigm, such
as functional or object-oriented, is used). While it works
pretty well for small problems, it can become a major
headache for bigger ones.
Note that the real challenge here is not on how to de-
sign the system to take a particular aspect into account:
there is a huge design know-how in industry for that,
often captured in the form of design patterns. Taking
into account more than one aspect as the same time is
a little bit more tricky, but many large scale successful
projects in industry are there to show us that engineers
do ultimately manage to sort it out (most of the time).
The real challenge in a product-line context is that
the engineer wants to be able to change her mind on
which version of which variant of any particular aspect
she wants in the system. And she wants to do it cheaply,
quickly and safely. For that, redoing by hand the tedious
weaving of every aspect is not an option.
We do not propose to solve this problem up-front, but
just to mechanize and reproduce the process experienced
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designers follow by hand [9]. The idea is that when a
new product has to be derived from the product-line, we
can automatically replay most this design process, just
changing a few things here and there [17].
Usually in science, a model has a dierent nature
that the thing it models (think of a bridge drawing vs.
a concrete bridge). Only in software and in linguistics
a model has the same nature as the thing it models. In
software at least, this opens the possibility to automati-
cally derive software from its model, that is to automate
this weaving process. This requires that models are no
longer informal, and that the weaving process is itself
described as a program (which is as a matter of facts an
executable meta-model [19]) manipulating these mod-
els to produce a detailed design that can ultimately be
transformed to code or at least test suites [21].
This is really what Model Driven Design is all about.
Design
Model
Use Case
Model
Security
Model
QoS
Model Dynamic
Model
Object
Model
Test
Model
UI
Model
Plateforme
Model
Code
Model
tester
Figure 3 Design is Weaving Models
3 Aspect Weaving in Practice
3.1 Weaving Aspects
Ideally, all aspects are equally important, and should
play a symmetrical role. In practice however, a base
model is useful to provide a backbone on which other
aspects are woven (see Figure 4).
An aspect is then made of:
- A pointcut which is a predicate over a model that is
used to select relevant model elements called join
points.
- An advice which is a new behavior meant to replace
(or complement) the matched ones.
Weaving an aspect consist in (1) identifying the join
points matching the aspect pointcut and (2) replacing
them (or composing them) with the aspect advice.
Pointcut
Advice
Weaving
:xx :yy
:O1 :O2
:xx :yy :zz
:xx :yy :zz
:a :b :c
:xx :yy :xx :yy :zz
:O1 :O2
Base Model Behavioral Aspect
Result Model
1 – Detection
2 – Composition
Figure 4 Principle of Aspect Weaving
Both activities of join point identication and model
composition can be more complex than it seems though.
First, many complex aspects involve dynamic behav-
ior. This is usually a problem for AspectJ kinds of lan-
guages [12] which are limited by their join point mod-
els and pointcut expression mechanisms based on con-
crete syntax [4,16]. With models however, interrelations
among model elements (not just classes and objects, but
also methods call and other events) can be readily avail-
able and identiable through e.g.; dynamic diagrams.
While Class and Object diagrams describe clientship and
inheritance among the program elements, Use Cases,
Statecharts, Activity and Sequence Diagrams describe
how and when the clientship takes place. Therefore,
through a simple analysis of the models we can get a
much more direct outline of the system execution. In [23]
we proposed a framework for expressing aspect point-
cuts as model-snippets. The idea is that model-snippets
are specied upon concepts in a given domain (meta-
model), but that the pattern-matching needed to nd
join points can be performed generically with respect to
meta-models, using a Prolog-like unication. Still, as dis-
cussed in [4], it is in general dicult (or even statically
undecidable) to identify join points when the patterns
we are looking for are based on the properties of the
computational flow. For instance consider the following
code snippet:
void f() {
while(c()) {
b(); a();
}
}
Detecting a join point where a call to a() is followed by
a call to b() might or might not be statically possible,
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Figure 5 Examples of bSDs and combined SD
depending on the analysis of c(). In that particular case,
we can see that it would at least require some sort of
loop unrolling.
The second dimension of complexity is related to
model composition. While weaving a single aspect is
pretty straightforward, weaving a second one at the same
join point is another story. When a second aspect indeed
has to be woven, the join point might not any longer exist
because it could have been modied by the rst aspect
advice. If we want to allow aspect weaving on a pair-
wise basis, we must then dene the join point matching
mechanism in a way that takes into account these com-
posability issues. However, with this new way of speci-
fying join points, the composition of the advice with the
detected part cannot any longer be just a replacement of
the detected part by the advice: we also have to dene
more sophisticated compositions operators.
The rest of this section investigates these issues tak-
ing the example of the simple modeling language of
scenarios available in UML2.0 under the form of Se-
quence Diagrams. Note that even with such a model-
level formalisms that directly models possible execution
flows, restrictive hypothesis are needed on the input lan-
guage to make it possible to statically identify the join
points [15].
3.2 Weaving Aspects in Sequence Diagrams
Sequence Diagrams are either basic Sequence Diagrams
(bSDs), describing a nite number of interactions be-
tween objects of the system, or combined sequence di-
agrams (cSD), that are higher level of specications
that allow the composition of bSDs with operators
such as sequence, alternative and loop. Formally, Se-
quence Diagrams in UML2 are partially ordered sets
of event instances. Figure 5 (left) shows several bSDs
which describe some interactions between the two ob-
jects customer and server. The vertical lines represent
life-lines for the given objects. Interactions between ob-
jects are shown as arrows called messages like log in and
try again. Each message is dened by two events: mes-
sage emission and message reception which induces an
ordering between emission and reception.
These bSDs can be composed with operators such as
sequence, alternative and loop to produce a more com-
plex Sequence Diagram (also called UML 2.0 Interaction
Overview Diagram). In Figure 5 (center), the cSD log in
represents a customer log in on a server. The customer
tries to log in and either succeeds, or fails. In this last
case, the customer can try again to log in, and either
succeeds, or the server answers \no". Figure 5 (right)
shows a more compact view of the same cSD, allowing
an alternative between the bSDs Accept and Retry, and
between the bSDs Accept and Rejected.
In this context, we dene a behavioral aspect as a
pair A = (P; Ad) of bSDs. P is a pointcut, i.e. a bSD
interpreted as a predicate over the semantics of a base
model satised by all join points. Ad is an advice, i.e.
the new behavior that should replace the base behavior
when it is matched by P .
When we dene aspects with sequence diagrams, we
keep some advantages related to sequence diagrams. In
particular, it is easy to express a pointcut as a sequence
of messages. Figure 6 shows three behavioral aspects.
The rst one allows the persistence of exchanges be-
tween the customer and the server. In the denition of
the pointcut, we use regular expressions to easily express
three kinds of exchanges that we want to save (the mes-
sage log in followed by either the message ok, the mes-
sage try again, or the message no). The second aspect
allows the identication of a login that fails. The third
aspect allows the addition of a display and its update.
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Figure 6 Three behavioral aspects
Figure 7 Result of the weaving
The expected weaving of the three aspects depicted
in Figure 6 into the cSD log in is represented by the cSD
in Figure 7.
3.3 Weaving More Than One Aspect: the Detection
Problem
Weaving several aspects at the same join point can be
dicult if a join point is simply dened as a strict se-
quence of messages, because aspects previously woven
might have inserted messages in between. In this case,
the only way to support multiple static weaving is to de-
ne each aspect in function of the other aspects, which
is clearly not acceptable.
The weaving of the three aspects depicted in Fig-
ure 6 allows us to better explain the problem. If the join
points are dened as the strict sequence of messages cor-
responding to those specied in the pointcut, the weav-
ing of these three aspects is impossible. Indeed, when the
aspect security is woven, a message save bad attempt is
added between the two messages log in and try again.
Since the pointcut only detects a strict sequence of mes-
sages, after the weaving of the aspect security, the as-
pect display cannot be woven anymore. We obtain the
same problem if we weave the aspect display rst and
the aspect security afterwards.
To solve this problem of multiple weaving, we need
denitions of join points which allow the detection of join
points where some events can occur between the events
specied in the pointcut. In this way, when the aspect
security is woven, the pointcut of the aspect display
will allow the detection of the join point formed by the
messages log in and try again, even if the message save
bad attempt has been added.
In our approach, the denition of join point will rely
on a notion of part of a bSD, which is a subset of a bSD
where any kind of messages can occur between the mes-
sages of the pointcut. A join point will then be dened
as a part of the base bSD such that this part corresponds
to the pointcut.
The notion of correspondence between a part and
a pointcut is dened as an isomorphism between bSD,
made of a set of 3 isomorphisms between the base SD
and the pointcut SD:
f0 is an isomorphism for matching objects;
f1 is an isomorphism for matching events;
f2 is an isomorphism for matching message names (tak-
ing into account wild-cards).
As an example, gure 8 shows a bSD morphism f =<
f0; f1; f2 >: pointcut ! M2 where only the morphism
f1 associating the events is represented (for instance, the
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event ep1 which represents the sending of the message
m1 is associated with the event em2).
Figure 8 Example of a morphism between bSD
3.4 Weaving More Than One Aspect: the Composition
Problem
Detecting a join point in a bSD then boils down to con-
struct such an isomorphism between a pointcut and a
base bSD. Once such a join point has been detected, it
remains to compose the bSD Advice with the join points.
Since some messages can be present between the mes-
sages forming the join point, it is not possible to simply
replace a join point by an advice because we would lose
the \in-between" messages. Therefore, we have to dene
a new operator of composition which takes into account
the common parts between a join point and an advice
to produce a new bSD which does not contain copies of
similar elements of the two operands [14]. We use an op-
erator of composition for bSDs called left amalgamated
sum, inspired by the amalgamated sum proposed in [13].
We add the term left because our operator is not com-
mutative, as it imposes a dierent role on each operand.
Figure 9 shows an example of left amalgamated sum
where the two bSDs base and advice are amalgamated.
For that, we use a third bSD which is the pointcut
and two bSD morphisms f : pointcut ! base and
g : pointcut ! advice which allow the specication of
the common parts of the two bSDs base and advice.
f is the isomorphism from the pointcut to M 0 that
has automatically been obtained with the process of de-
tection described into the previous section.
The morphism g, which indicates the elements shared
by the advice and the pointcut, has to be specied when
the aspect is dened. In this way, g allows the specica-
tion of abstract or generic advices which are \instanti-
ated" by the morphism. For instance, it is not manda-
tory that the advice contains objects having the same
names as those present in the pointcut. In the three as-
pects in Figure 6, the morphism g is not specied but it
is trivial: for each aspect, we associate the objects and
the actions having the same names, and the events cor-
responding to the actions having the same name. The
advice of the aspect Display in Figure 6 could be re-
placed by the \generic" Advice in Figure 9. It is the
morphism g which indicates that the object customer
plays the role of the object subject and that the object
server plays the role of the object A.
In Figure 9, the elements of the bSDs base and advice
having the same antecedent by f and g will be consid-
ered as identical in the bSD result, but they will keep
the names specied in the bSD base. For instance, the
objects subject and A in the bSD advice are replaced
by the objects customer and server. All the elements of
the bSD base having an antecedent γ by f such that γ
has not an image by g in the bSD advice are deleted.
This case does not appear in the example proposed, but
in this way we can delete messages of the bSD base. For
instance, in an amalgamated sum, if the right operand
(the bSD advice in the example) is an empty bSD then
the part of the left operand which is isomorphic to the
pointcut (that is to say the join point), is deleted. Fi-
nally, all the elements of the bSDs base and advice hav-
ing no antecedent by f and g are kept in the bSD result,
but the events of the bSD advice will always form a
\block" around which the events of the bSD base will
be added. For instance, in Figure 9, in the bSD base, if
there were an event e on the object customer just after
the message try again, then this event e would be local-
ized just after the sending of the message update (event
ea7) in the woven SD.
Note that if we are interested in carrying on an im-
plementation based on these woven SD, we could easily
synthesize statecharts from them [25], and then either
derive test cases [21] or an implementation [5].
3.5 Discussion
This example with Sequence Diagrams illustrates several
hard issues of weaving aspects at model level, involv-
ing both semantic based pattern matching and seman-
tic based composition. While our solutions are very spe-
cic to the semantics of Sequence Diagrams, we can nd
related problems and solutions in other modeling lan-
guages, for instance Statecharts or Activity Diagrams.
It probably means that there is no hope for a
fully general purpose, meta-model independent, model-
level aspect weaver. Still, it should be possible to de-
velop aspect weaving software components handling sev-
eral aspects of aspect weaving, from general purpose
model-level pattern matching [23] to automated support
for composing models written in a particular language
(through a denition of model composition behavior in
the metamodel dening the language [8]), to specializ-
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Figure 9 An example of left amalgamated sum
able model composers [10]. These aspect weaving com-
ponents could then be customized and combined to build
domain specic or even project specic aspect weavers.
From an higher viewpoint, what we are trying to
achieve is to reify the design process into a weaver pro-
gram that makes it possible to re-build as often as it
is need the target software from its models. The goal is
to have only small modications to make when require-
ments do change. Actually we need a family of weavers,
that for a given product-line are just variants of one’s
another [17].
There is thus a need for tools to build these weavers
eciently. These tools are often called meta-tools, or
more properly meta-modeling tools, that is tools to build
tools to build software from models. Several of these
meta-modeling tools have matured over the last decade,
the most well known being Metacase [22], Xactium [6],
GME [18], and Kermeta [19]. All these meta-modeling
tools have in common that they are based on an ex-
ecutable meta-modeling language specically designed
to support the design of tools dedicated to user dened
meta-models. In the next section, we outline one of these
tools, Kermeta, and describe how it can be used to build
a model weaver for our Sequence Diagrams example.
4 Building Project Specic Aspect Weavers
with Kermeta
Kermeta is a meta-modeling language which allows de-
scribing both the structure and the behavior of meta-
models. It has been designed to be compliant with the
OMG meta-modeling language EMOF (part of the MOF
2.0 specication) and Ecore (from Eclipse). It provides
an action language for specifying the behavior of models.
Kermeta is intended to be used as the core language of a
model oriented platform. It can be seen as a common ba-
sis to implement Metadata languages, action languages,
constraint languages or transformation language. Ker-
meta is statically typed, with generics as well as func-
tion types to allow OCL style forall/exist/iterate style
of closures. It also directly supports model-oriented con-
cepts like associations, multiplicities or object contain-
ment management, as well as aspect-oriented style of
static introduction2.
A MOF meta-model is a valid Kermeta program that
just declares packages and classes and does nothing (see
Figure 10). Several aspects can then be introduced in-
crementally to breath life into this meta-model, either
2 Since a Kermeta program is a model, it can also obviously
reflectively support the kind of aspect weaving described in
this article.
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package bigSd;
using kermeta::standard
using kermeta::persistence
abstract class NamedElement
{
attribute name : String[1..1]
}
abstract class SD inherits NamedElement
{}
class BSD inherits SD
{
attribute eventList : Event[0..*]
reference instanceList : Instance[0..*]
…
}
abstract class Event inherits NamedElement
{
attribute action : String[1..1]
reference instance : Instance[1..1]
…
}
….
SD
bSD
name: String
NamedElement
Instance
action: String
Event
instance1
instanceList
*
eventList
*
Figure 10 Extract of the bSD Metamodel and its corresponding Kermeta textual syntax
for handling concerns of static semantics, dynamic se-
mantics, or model transformations [20] . Here, we are
interested in the later, i.e. adding Kermeta code that
weave several behavioral aspects into a base scenario.
As illustrated in Figure 11, the weaving implemented
with Kermeta consists of two steps. First, the detection
step uses the pointcut model and the base model to com-
pute a set of join points. Each join point is characterized
by a morphism from the pointcut to a corresponding el-
ements in the base model. Secondly, using these mor-
phisms, the advice is composed with each join point in
the base model.
The rst step processes models to extract join points
and the second is a model transformation. Figure 12
gives an other view of the overall process, concentrat-
ing on the input and output models of these two steps
(each ellipse is a model and the black rectangle on the
top left-hand corner indicates its meta-model). Except
for morphisms (which are dened with their own meta-
models), all models are SDs.
Figure 12 Transformation of Models
5 Conclusion
From an engineering point of view, modeling and weav-
ing aspects are symmetric activities: weaving aspects is
the process by which analysis models are transformed
into a design model. Model Driven Engineering makes it
possible to automate this process: i.e. to have software
build software instead of building it by hand. In this
paper we have described the overall vision of a design
process based on these ideas.
We have highlighted however that both activities of
join point identication and model composition can be
more complex than it looks at rst. Beyond the well
known fact that it is in general dicult (or even stati-
cally undecidable) to identify join points when the pat-
terns we are looking for are based on the properties of
the computational flow, additional dicult join point de-
tection and composition problems may arise when more
than one aspect has to be woven. When a second aspect
indeed has to be woven, the join point might not any
longer exist because it could have been modied by the
rst aspect advice. For aspect weaving to be dened on a
pair-wise basis, the join point matching mechanism must
take into account these composability issues. Further,
with this way of specifying join points, the composition
of the advice with the detected part cannot any longer
be just a replacement of the detected part by the advice:
we also have to dene more sophisticated compositions
operators.
We have illustrated these issues on a toy example
where simple aspects, described as Sequence Diagram
pairs (representing the aspect pointcut and advice), had
to be woven into a base Sequence Diagram.
While it probably means that there is no hope for
a fully general purpose model-level aspect weaver, we
have shown that it is possible to develop aspect weav-
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require kermeta require "../models/bigSd.kmt" require "../detectionAlgorithm/Detection.kmt"
require "../amalgamatedSum/LeftSum.kmt"
using kermeta::standard using bigSd
class Weaver {
operation weave(base : BSD, pointcut : BSD, advice : BSD, g : BSDMorphism) : BSD is do
result := BSD.new
//Declaration of the various components we need
var detection: Detection.new
var sum: LeftSum init LeftSum.new
var f: BSDMorphism init BSDMorphism.new
var setOfMorphism : Set< BSDMorphism > init Set< BSDMorphism >.new
//Detection Step
f:= detection.detect(pointcut, base) 
while (f != null)
setOfMorphism.add(f)
f:= detection.detect(pointcut, minus(base,f)) 
end
//Composition Step
setOfMorphism.each{f | result := sum.merge(result, pointcut, advice, f, g)
end
Initialization
Detection Step
Composition Step
Figure 11 Weaving Aspects in Kermeta
ing software components handling several aspects of as-
pect weaving, from general purpose model-level pattern
matching to ad hoc and specializable model composers.
These aspect weaving components could then be cus-
tomized and combined to build domain specic or even
project specic aspect weavers using for instance a an
executable meta-modeling environment as available in
Kermeta.
Still there are additional important issues that we
did not specically address in this article, for instance
the problem of weaving heterogeneous models [2], that
is models consisting of dierent diagram types as avail-
able in UML. In that case, we have to be concerned with
consistency of the models: does weaving take place only
when information is represented consistently across the
diagrams or should weaving tolerate the inconsistencies
and clearly bring out problems arising from inconsisten-
cies during or after the weaving? Answering these ques-
tions, as well as others including process issues such as
how interactive vs. automatic should be the weaving,
or when should the weaving take place (i.e. at once at
modeling time, or in several steps including some steps
carried out at runtime) will be the subject of much fu-
ture works in our research team.
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